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Mission

- Observe the sun from Earth
- Predict space weather
- Survey sites
Space Weather and the Corona

- Layer of gas and plasma
- Magnetic field
- Advanced notice
Coronagraph

- See corona from Earth
- Atmosphere
- Seeing and sky brightness
AERONET

- Measure sky brightness
- Years of data
- 17 sites: Ahmedabad, Antarctica, Boulder, Casleo, Fowler’s Gap, Jomsom, Kirtland, Lahore, Las Cardes, Learmonth, Mauna Loa, New Delhi, South Pole, Table Mountain, Teide, Thimphu, Tinga
Data Analysis

- Whole year of data
- 4 analyses
Results

- Last analysis most useful
- City sites are no good
- A few very good sites
- Unexpected sites
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